IM50 Shelving
The versatile adjustable shelving system

The versatile
Product overview

Storax IM50 is a hand-loaded shelving system
that was designed to be ahead of its time. Available
in a full range of sizes, with open or closed
configurations and a choice of popular colours,
Storax IM50 is ideal, whether you need a simple bay
of shelving, or a complex two-tier or high-rise order
picking solution.
Storax IM50 is designed and manufactured to
ISO.9001 requirements and complies fully with SEMA
(Storage Equipment Manufacturers’ Association)
standards.
As well as offering the perfect storage solution
for new projects, Storax IM50 components are also
fully interchangeable with the original Dexion
Impex® system, which Dexion Ltd designed and
supplied for more than 25 years. Indeed, Storax IM50
has been manufactured for the same length of time,
and to the same design as Dexion Impex®. As such,
it can integrate seamlessly to extend or adapt existing Dexion Impex® installations.

From small parts to bigger parts - IM50 can cope
With bay widths up to 1982mm available, the
Storax IM50 range can accommodate virtually
every kind of item, from small components
to large cartons. Accessories such as shelf dividers
and bin fronts enable you to tailor your shelving
system to your precise requirements, making
storage, segregation and identification of parts
easy and efficient.

Impex is a registered trade mark of Dexion Group Ltd.

IM50 Shelving
From a single bay... to a system that works on all levels

The modular design of Storax IM50 means that
a wide range of size combinations are possible.
Because of this, optimal use of floor-space can
always be achieved, thereby minimising ‘dead’
areas. With its bolt-free, lock-in construction,
Storax IM50 requires no specialist tools and can
be quickly and easily assembled.
Using the flexibility of Storax IM50, you can
plan the storage of your fast- and slowmoving items, optimise the picking footpath
and achieve operator efficiency and comfort.
If the needs of your business change, Storax IM50
can change with them – you will never need
another system. Simply add and adapt to suit
your needs - or use Storax IM50 components to
modify your existing Dexion Impex® system.

Build a system that suits you

shelving system that meets the challenge of today
Details that count
Storax IM50 is simple, versatile
and sturdy. No specialist
installation tools are required and
the factory-fitted beam locks
prevent accidental dislodgement.
Frames can be delivered ready
assembled.

"""""

Plastic upright end caps and metal
upright base plates just tap into
place to complete the frame.
Shelf clips locate simply into the
uprights and allow for easy shelf
location and adjustment

Open bay build
Finish the frames with tap-fit
base plates and upright caps.
Join two frames: locate a pair
of beams at the top, into the
slots in the uprights."

Fit a second pair of beams
at mid-height, to suit your
needs.
Position a shelf onto each
pair of beams."

Quick and
easy to build"

At Storax we strive to combine quality products with quality service. To improve and maintain our standards, Storax is a member of both SEMA
and SHEDA in the UK, and FEM in Europe, where we take an active part in the compilation of new European standards for racking products.

y’s storage requirements IM50 Shelving
The flexibility of Storax IM50 will meet most requirements
Storax IM50 is available from
305mm to 914mm deep and from
914mm to 1982mm wide.
It can be constructed at virtually
any height, up to 11 metres.
Two-tier installations incorporating
operator walkways can exploit
building height, while high-rise
installations using picking cranes
can maximise storage by reducing
aisle widths. Storax IM50
can also be mounted onto mobile
bases to make high-density
low-rise storage.
With its smooth lines and neat
finish, Storax IM50 is equally
suitable in industrial or
semi-commercial environments.

The Storax ‘universal’ divider
comes in 2 heights and fits any
38mm deep shelf, so it can be
used with all makes and models
of industrial shelf. Other
accessories for Storax IM50 can
be made to order in our factory.

Closed bay build
Remaining shelves can be
added at your chosen heights,
supported on shelf clips.

Position the first cladding sheet
against the bottom of the frames.
Fix into place using six spring
cladding clips."

Overlap the next cladding sheet
and fix to the frame using six
spring cladding clips."

Shelves can now be fitted where required,
using shelf clips. (Depending on the total bay
loading, it may be necessary to deploy one
beam at the top.
If so, simply fit it by
locating it into the
slots in the upright).

Experience in store
A subsidiary of F Ramada of Portugal – Storax Racking Supplies was formed
in 2003 to supply a wide range of Ramada products, solely through trade outlets in
the UK and elsewhere in Europe.
The founding members of Storax Racking Supplies are all ex-employees of Dexion
Ltd. Collectively we offer more than 80 years’ experience of the industrial storage
sector. Having worked in different areas of the business, our varied knowledge
and experience enable our team to provide accurate product information, technical
design advice, a prompt and efficient order-processing service and reliable customer
support from the quotation stage to completion of every order. Our warehouse
staff pride themselves on their excellent record for accurate picking and clear,
careful packing.
Working out of our Hertfordshire office and warehouse north of London, we
continuously adapt our product offering and services to respond to the changing
needs of our customers. We can offer a wide range of racking, shelving and
associated accessories from stock, and a made-to-order service from the factory in
Portugal for non-standard sizes and colours.

Range of products available... and more
Storax SP80 can be used in its own right to provide
tailor-made racking solutions, and can also provide a
framework for other methods of pallet storage, including
Push Back Rack, Glidestock and Mobile Storage Systems.
Storax Cantilever racking is the ideal product when long
lengths need to be stored.

SP80 Racking

Dynamic Racking

Mobile Racking

Storax IM50 Shelving is one of Europe’s favourite bolt-free
hand-loaded shelving systems. A range of accessories
adds to this popular product’s versatility and makes it
a logical choice for many industrial and semi-commercial
applications.
Storax Slotted Angles are still faithful to the original
Dexion designs and, used in conjunction with the normal
range of accessories, remain as flexible in their applica-

Cantilever Racking

IM50 Shelving

Slotted Angle

Storax Racking Supplies
Unit 2, Apsley Industrial Estate, Frogmore Road
Hemel Hempstead, HP3 9RJ
Tel: 01442 229210
Fax: 01442 269735
Email: sales@storaxsupplies.com
www.storax.org.uk

tions today as they have always been.

